Elrow finally comes to Leeds – Preview
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Renowned across the globe, Elrow’s ‘El Triangulo de las Rowmudas’ is finally set to come to Leeds this Saturday.

So what can we expect? Well, with the likes of Melé and Marc Maya headlining the event, expect to be transported out of dreary England into the golden sands and the sunny skies of a tropical island.

The iconic Elrow bird has been dancing around Canal Mills, enticing all Leeds students to come and join in the fun for the UK premier of Elrow Rowmudas.

Elrow prides itself on its fully immersive experiences and Rowmudas will be no different. Far from the Canal Mills you know and love, the whole warehouse space will transform into “a wild fiesta of full of shipwrecks”, including elaborate decorations and over the top spectacles.

The amazing legacy that Elrow have already built for themselves was seen by the overwhelming response to the Sunday event, but luckily they
added another date, so even more people can get to enjoy; it’s set to be an Elrow-filled weekend extravaganza. Although expectations are sky high, I’m certain the 40 quid ticket will not disappoint.

Starting at 3pm, party goers are all hoping for clear skies and maybe even some of the February sun we’ve been relishing in over the past week.

The organisers have dubbed the event “THE PARTY OF ETERNAL HAPPINESS™”, so with that attitude of confidence, there is no way this will disappoint.

Below are the scenes from Rowmudas in Ibiza; a little taster of what the weekend will bring. We all know that Leeds goes harder than anyone, so expect bigger and better things from all involved... and see you Saturday!
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